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Development of Food Allergy Data Dictionary:
Toward a Food Allergy Data Commons
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What is already known about this topic? The terminology used to describe food allergy (FA) concepts and data ele-
ments is ambiguous and incomplete.

What does this article add to our knowledge? This article highlights the limitations of current FA concept coverage by
existing clinical terminologies and describes the development and face validation of the !rst generation of the Food Allergy
Data Dictionary.

How does this study impact current management guidelines? The Food Allergy Data Dictionary can help in limiting
the variation in clinical practice by having de!ned critical FA concepts and data elements and is a pivotal resource for
designing structured data collection forms for FA clinical encounters.

BACKGROUND: Food allergy (FA) data lacks a common base
of terminology and hinders data exchange among institutions.
OBJECTIVE: To examine the current FA concept coverage by
clinical terminologies and to develop and evaluate a Food Allergy
Data Dictionary (FADD).
METHODS: Allergy/immunology templates and patient intake
forms from 4 academic medical centers with expertise in FA were
systematically reviewed, and in-depth discussions with a panel of
FA experts were conducted to identify important FA clinical
concepts and data elements. The candidate ontology was itera-
tively re!ned through a series of virtual meetings. The concepts
were mapped to existing clinical terminologies manually with
the ATHENA vocabulary browser. Finally, the revised dictionary

document was vetted with experts across 22 academic FA centers
and 3 industry partners.
RESULTS: A consensus version 1.0 FADD was !nalized in
November 2020. The FADD v1.0 contained 936 discrete FA
concepts that were grouped into 14 categories. The categories
included both FA-speci!c concepts, such as foods triggering re-
actions, and general health care categories, such as medications.
Although many FA concepts are included in existing clinical
terminologies, some critical concepts are missing.
CONCLUSIONS: The FADD provides a pragmatic tool that can
enable improved structured coding of FA data for both research
and clinical uses, as well as lay the foundation for the
development of standardized FA structured data entry
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Abbreviations used
CDM- Common data model
CPT- Current Procedural Terminology
EHR- Electronic health record
FA- Food allergy

FADD- Food Allergy Data Dictionary
FARE- Food Allergy Research and Education
FDC- Food Allergy Data Commons
ICD- International Classi!cation of Disease
OFC- Oral food challenge
OIT- Oral immunotherapy

OMOP-Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership
SNOMED- Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine

forms. ! 2022 American Academy of Allergy, Asthma &
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INTRODUCTION
Food allergy (FA) is a signi!cant health problem affecting

approximately 2%-8% of children1 and 2%-10% of adults2 in
the United States and has deleterious effects on health-related
quality of life.3 Despite the high prevalence of FAs, they
remain poorly understood for several reasons. The wide variety of
food triggers that lead to reactions, the heterogeneity of those
reactions, the variability in the response to treatment, and the
wide variation in FA clinical practice4 combine to produce a huge
number of potential combinations to be evaluated. This, coupled
with the partial inheritance, and the interaction of genetic and
environmental factors, means that FAs show all the characteris-
tics of a complex trait.5 As with most complex traits, to better
understand the trait, it is critical to disaggregate the heteroge-
neous group of patients into groups of subphenotypes.6

We have learned from other complex traits that de!ning sub-
phenotypes requires data from much larger numbers of patients
than are available at any single institution and that untangling
complex traits frequently requires combining data across multiple
sites.7-10 A standard method for doing this is the creation of a data
commons11—a centralized data repository in which data from
disparate sources will be harmonized to a common data standard
(Table E1 for a glossary of informatics related terms; available in
this article’s Online Repository at www.jaci-inpractice.org) with
cohort discovery and analytic capabilities. Currently, there is no
data commons that can adequately meet the needs of the FA
research community. To address this gap, the Food Allergy
Research and Education (FARE)12 has supported the development
of an institution-independent Food Allergy Data Commons
(FDC) that will provide a single, cloud-hosted repository bringing
together both patient-reported and electronic health record (EHR)
data from across many institutions. This would enable the FA
researchers to access harmonized data that have been curated using
a uniform representation, such as the Observational Medical
Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) Common Data Model (CDM),
and processed with common data management pipelines, such
that data from a variety of institutional and patient-reported
sources could be more easily integrated and analyzed together.
The FA community would bene!t from this cloud-based data
science infrastructure that would connect data sets with analytics

tools to allow users to share, integrate, and analyze data11,13 to
drive scienti!c discovery.

A requisite !rst step in the creation of any data commons is
developing a common terminology or data dictionary14 that
de!nes what data elements will be stored and how that data will
be represented. Without this, it is extremely labor intensive, or
impossible, to combine data from different sites or to compare
across sites. This need for a common terminology may explain
why many of the !rst clinical data commons efforts were in the
domain of cancer, which had already invested decades of effort
developing uniform reporting standards for cancer registries.
Unfortunately for FA researchers, the terminology used in FA is
variable and often ambiguous—even the term food allergy is
often applied to a variety of food intolerances,4 with different,
incompletely characterized mechanisms. Terminologies to
describe allergic conditions, including FA, tend to be complex.
The clinical presentation of FA is highly heterogeneous, affecting
different organ systems in different patients and severity of
allergenic reactions to food ranges from mild rashes to life-
threatening anaphylaxis.4,15,16 In addition, a large fraction of
FA documentation—including allergens, reaction description,
and recommendation on food avoidances is recorded as free text
within the EHR systems, rather than in structured, coded
!elds.17 Thus, combining data across institutions currently re-
quires labor-intensive manual chart abstraction or the imple-
mentation and tuning of advanced natural language processing
systems at each site. A review of existing clinical terminologies
revealed that none had adequate coverage of FA data and practice
to serve as a Food Allergy Data Dictionary (FADD). Although it
leverages existing terminologies, the FADD needed to be
developed de novo, relying on existing resources and a panel of
FA experts. This paper describes that process to develop and
validate the !rst generation of the FADD, as well as more general
observations on the dif!culties encountered while mapping FA
concepts to the current major clinical terminologies.

METHODS
Establishing design criteria

Establishing a core lexicon and ontology for FA concepts was a
multistep process. The !rst step involved establishing design con-
straints for the overall FDC and the FADD. We leveraged the
criteria previously identi!ed for genomic data commons: (1)
modular, composed of functional components with well-speci!ed
interfaces; (2) community-driven, created by many groups to fos-
ter a diversity of ideas; (3) open, developed under open-source
licenses that enable extensibility and reuse, with users able to add
custom, proprietary modules as needed; and (4) standards-based.18

In line with these principles, the following design criteria were
established:

1. The FDC would be structured using the OMOP CDM, in order
to maximize interoperability with other ongoing national-scale
initiatives.19-23 (Standards-based).

2. The FADD would leverage existing standard codes to the extent
possible and only create new codes if existing codes are inade-
quate. (Standards-based).

3. While the FDC will utilize OMOP, the FDC should be usable
with other schemas. (Modular)

4. The FDC and FADD must be able to capture current FA practice
in its variant forms, as opposed to only encoding what might be
considered best practice. (Community-based)
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TABLE I. High-level FA category description and type of concepts identified under each category

Serial No. Category Description Type of concepts

1 Events This concept encompasses occurrences/incidences that we want to
know if they happened and when they happened.

Types of clinical encounters—initial visit,
follow-up visit, ICU admission, ER/ED
visit, FA reaction, disease exacerbations,
etc.

2 Medications* This concept includes, but may not be limited to, current and past
medications prescribed by physicians, over-the-counter
medicines, and drugs administered as part of in-of"ce procedures,
as for an OFC reaction.

Inhalation medications, nasal medications,
oral medications, injections, etc.

3 Formal Diagnoses This concept includes standard medical conditions primarily
responsible for the patient’s need for treatment or investigation.
These are formal diagnoses as opposed to signs and symptoms or
ill-de"ned reactions. It can encompass conditions as admitting
diagnosis, "nal diagnosis, or preliminary diagnosis.

Peanut allergy, pollen-FA syndrome,
eosinophilic esophagitis, asthma, etc.

4 Triggers This concept comprises triggering factors for food-allergic reactions
as well as triggers for nonefood-allergic conditions including
drug allergies. These can represent attributes of a diagnosis or a
reaction, challenge food, or therapy food.

Food triggers—egg, cow’s milk, peanut,
almond, etc.

Environmental triggers—animal dander,
pollen, tree, weed, etc.

5 Clinical Trials This concept identi"es if a patient is or was enrolled in an FA
clinical trial registered with CT.gov, including therapeutic trials,
diagnostic trials, combination trials.

Patient enrollment in an FA clinical trial—
yes/no.

6. OIT This concept consists of the following 4 phases of OIT: (1) an OIT
initiation phase, (2) an up-dosing visit or escalation phase, (3) a
dose-maintenance phase, (4) OIT completion phase/stop OIT.

Initiation, OIT up-dosing phase, ongoing
maintenance, OIT completion, including
reason for discontinuation.

7. Reactions Clinical manifestations of FA reactions that include signs and
symptoms and other reaction attributes.

7.1 Signs and
Symptoms

This concept domain outlines objective and subjective clinical
manifestations of FA, including objective, observable evidence
indicating possible FA reaction observed by an allergist, and
subjective complaints reported by the patient. It also includes
physical examination "ndings.

Signs—rash, erythema, etc.
Symptoms—nausea, oral pruritus, etc.

7.2 Other Reaction
Attributes

This concept covers other reaction characteristics, as amount of food
that triggered the reaction, temporal relation, type of exposure,
exposure mode, and environmental location.

Type of exposure—accidental, intentional,
etc.

Exposure mode—ingestion, contact,
inhalation.

Location of reaction—home, school, etc.
8 Procedures This concept encompasses processes ordered by a health care

provider that typically have a diagnostic or therapeutic value. It is
subdivided into FA diagnostic procedures and other codable
procedures performed on a patient.

8.1 FA Diagnostic
Procedures

This concept domain includes physician orders/medical procedures
performed to diagnose FA, or to determine course of treatment
and monitor the disease.

Skin prick test, blood testing, OFC, contact
challenge, inhalation challenge.

8.2 Other Procedures This concept includes other relevant codable procedures ordered for
a patient with FA or to assess any comorbid conditions.

Laboratory tests, endoscopy, etc.

9 Therapeutic Plan This concept domain focuses on education for patient and family on
allergen avoidance, dietary recommendations, and
recommendations for follow-up, or referral to other specialists.

FA recommendations, including dietary
recommendations, anaphylaxis
management plan/emergency action plan,
etc.

10 Family History This concept includes record of health information about a person’s
close relatives, including parents, brothers, and sisters.

Family history of FA.

11. History The history concept captures person’s breast-feeding history and
personal history.

Breast-feeding history, personal history of
other diseases.

12. Other
Observations and
Measurements

Observations are outcomes that are routinely collected as part of
clinical care but are not speci"cally tied to a reaction event.
Measurements include structured values of a standardized
examination or testing performed on a person. Other observations
capture economic, environmental, and psychosocial determinants
that in!uence diverse dimensions of FA including disease
development, treatment, management, and quality of life.

Other observations—environmental factors,
economic determinants, dietary
preferences. Measurements—vitals, test
result values, such as IgE.

(continued)
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5. The coverage of the FADD needs to support patient-entered,
EHR, and clinical research FA data. (Community-driven)

6. The FADD will focus on FA-speci!c concepts to leverage stan-
dard OMOP coding for nonspeci!c clinical data (eg, physical
examination, medication, laboratory). (Standards-based)

Analysis and development phase
Resource collection, analysis, and expert inter-
views. The !rst step toward FADD development was collect-
ing resources from four academic medical centers with expertise
in FA (Ann & Robert H. Lurie Children’s Hospital of Chicago,
Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, The University of Chicago,
and Jaffe Food Allergy Institute at Icahn School of Medicine at
Mount Sinai). Resources were collected between January 2020
and March 2020. This was followed by a systematic review and
manual comparative analysis of the collected clinical documen-
tation tools (ie, patient intake forms for allergy/immunology,
templates for documenting allergy visits, clinical notes, and
precompiled Epic EHR (Epic Systems Corporation, Verona,
Wis) phrases used across these institutions) to identify the con-
cepts and to determine the types of expressions used in clinical
practice.24 In-depth discussions with domain experts from these
institutions were conducted, both in-person and virtually, to
understand the nuances of current FA clinical work"ow and
concept prioritization. Overall, 16 documents from these 4 in-
stitutions were evaluated over a period of 2 months to compile a

comprehensive list of FA concepts (entity/attribute names). After
compiling all concepts, common concepts were identi!ed. Next,
high-level FA categories were established and de!ned in a clear
and unambiguous manner, and the concepts were collated to
develop a candidate ontology (v0.8) that was then reviewed for
their uniqueness according to semantic similarity by domain
experts.

Face validation phase
Stage I. To evaluate the importance of the categories and con-
cepts in clinical practice and research, the candidate ontology was
sequentially evaluated with the consortium over a series of itera-
tions. The consortium met virtually every 2 weeks for 3 months.
The goal of the hourly virtual review meetings (12 meetings in
total) was to discuss and solicit comments on the candidate
ontology. The recommendations of the working group were
compiled, and the FADD was reevaluated to look for gaps and
remove duplications.

Stage II. During the second stage of this phase, the revised FADD
document was disseminated and vetted with FA experts across 22
academic FA centers and 3 industry partners for feedback and re-
view. Prior to dissemination, 2 virtual sessions were organized to
help reviewers from these organizations understand the structure and
planned function of the FADD. The comments received during this
stage were reviewed again with the consortium and revisions with the

TABLE I. (Continued)

Serial No. Category Description Type of concepts

13 Person The person concept contains records that uniquely identify each
patient in the source data.

Race, Data Commons ID, location, external
identi"ers, etc.

14 Provider The provider table contains a list of uniquely identi"ed health care
providers, including physicians, nurses, behavioral therapists, etc.

NPI, provider specialty, care site, etc.

ED, Emergency department; ER, emergency room; FDA, U.S. Food and Drug Administration; ICU, intensive care unit; IgE, immunoglobulin E; NPI, National Provider
Identi"er; OFC, oral food challenge.
*Although the FADD medications list encompasses most frequently prescribed medicines in relation to FA and coexisting diseases, other FDA approved medications can also
be stored. The OMOP can store any medication that has an Rx norm code irrespective of indication.

FIGURE 1. The high-level FA categories (n ! 14) that have been included in v1.0 of the FADD and the number of concepts under each
category. The categories have been arranged in descending order based on the number of concepts under each high-level category.
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highest agreement were incorporated to create version 1.0 of the
FADD.

Evaluation of existing terminologies
At version 0.8 of the FADD, concepts were described in text.

Each of these concepts was mapped to existing clinical terminologies
manually with the ATHENA vocabulary browser.25 After comple-
tion of version 1.0, the process was repeated for new or modi!ed
concepts.

RESULTS
Overview

A consensus on the FADD elements was achieved in
November 2020 and included 936 distinct FA concepts. A total
of 14 FA categories were identi!ed: Events, Medications, Formal
Diagnoses, Triggers, Clinical Trials, Oral Immunotherapy
(OIT), Reactions (including signs and symptoms, and other re-
action attributes), Procedures (including FA diagnostic proced-
ures, and other procedures), Therapeutic Plan, Family History,
History, Other Observations and Measurements (eg, dietary
preferences, environmental factors), Person, and Provider
(Table I).

Data dictionary structure. The scope of each category was
iteratively de!ned during the development of the FADD. During
the development phase, the top-level categories and concepts
under each category were drawn from terms frequently used in
FA clinical practice, laboratory, pharmacy, radiology, and billing
systems. Categories varied in size from the largest, Other Ob-
servations and Measurements, which contained 110 concepts, to
Family History, which contained 4 concepts (Figure 1). The
documentation and usage of certain FA concepts and data ele-
ments varied considerably across the academic medical centers,
such as the concept of severity of clinical manifestations, regional
differences in the prevalence of speci!c types of food allergies.
Thus, the concepts that reached maximum agreement were
included in the FADD. Many of the concepts developed from
expert opinion were added to the FADD during the face vali-
dation phases. Several new data elements related to Formal Di-
agnoses, Triggers, OIT, Reactions, and Procedures were included
as these were deemed important during the decision-making
process by our expert panel.

The FADD version 1.026 presents the critical concepts to be
included in the FDC. Each concept domain discussed in the
FADD has a description followed by a tabular representation of
entity-attribute relation (Figure 2). These relationships can be
hierarchical (parent-child or is-a) or nonhierarchical (is a
component-of). The !rst column in each table of the FADD
document represents a unique identi!cation number corre-
sponding to the data element.

Mapping to existing terminologies. Once common data
elements were established, existing ontologies including Sys-
tematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED), RxNorm,
International Classi!cation of Disease (ICD)-10, Current
Procedural Terminology (CPT), Logical Observation Identi!ers
Names and Codes, and FoodOn, were evaluated for their
coverage of the identi!ed FA terminology. The SNOMED, a
comprehensive, hierarchical terminology used for clinical
documentation and reporting,27 was examined to gain a better
understanding of FA documentation. The RxNorm, a

standardized nomenclature for clinical drugs and drug delivery
devices, provides a near-complete coding of drugs and medi-
cations, both prescription and generic, available on the U.S.
market. The ICD-10, a medical classi!cation list maintained by
the World Health Organization, contains codes for symptoms,
diseases, and other !ndings and is the most commonly
employed diagnostic and reimbursement codes by allergists.
The CPT includes standardized codes and terms to code pro-
cedures for both medical records and insurance claims.28 Of the
commonly used ontologies that we evaluated, SNOMED pro-
vided the most comprehensive coverage of the treatment pro-
cess and RxNorm covered most medications and FA extracts.
The Logical Observation Identi!ers Names and Codes and
ICD-10 fell behind SNOMED in overall content coverage. For
example, ICD codes do not support most speci!c FA diagnoses,
such as allergy to hazelnut. The terminology mapping revealed
that that a major area of noncoverage was with respect to foods
and FAs. For example, when egg or milk is heated, the protein
denatures and exposes different antigens. As a result, food al-
lergists routinely distinguish between milk, to indicate unde-
natured, and baked milk to indicate denatured protein. Further,
a large proportion of patients with a milk allergy tolerate baked
milk.29,30 We were unable to !nd any clinical vocabulary that
contained a concept for baked milk or baked egg. Investigation
was also conducted of dedicated food databases, such as Foo-
dOn,31 a controlled vocabulary representing entities that bear a
food role and encompasses materials in natural ecosystems and
food webs as well as human-centric categorization of food.
None of the food databases evaluated captured the immuno-
logically distinct food forms such as baked egg.

Another area of limited coverage was in the area of FA-speci!c
procedures. As an example, SNOMED uses oral food challenge
for the !rst stage of OIT because it lacks a code for OIT. Codes
for speci!c FAs in SNOMED are created through precoordina-
tion (creating a new concept by combining 2 existing concepts)
of the FA concept (SNOMED 4188027) with the code for a
food. Currently, 79% of the concepts (n ! 744) in the FADD
are codable within the existing OMOP structure (Table II).
Concept areas that are currently not codable include manage-
ment of FA in the school setting, concepts related to OIT phases,
and psychosocial impact of FA on the patient and caregivers.

We also uncovered cases in which, even if concept codes exist,
they are used in ways that are in con"ict with our current un-
derstanding of FAs. Whereas the choice of OMOP CDM for the
data schema greatly increases interoperability, the storage of some
classes of concepts is not optimized for the FA domain. For
example, food allergists distinguish between a reaction to a food,
which may be caused by several mechanisms and a diagnosed FA,
which requires immunological diagnostic con!rmation. How-
ever, because reaction to a food is often listed as an admitting
diagnosis, codes in the food reaction hierarchy are stored in the
diagnosis table, whereas concepts in the FA diagnosis hierarchy
are currently stored in the observation table.

DISCUSSION
As any practicing allergist knows, FA clinical documentation

and coding is inherently complex because the triggering allergen
as well as the resulting allergic reaction need to be adequately
represented, including clinical manifestations and severity.
Further, combining data from multiple institutions is challenging
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but can be greatly enhanced using standardized language and
explicit de!nitions of data categories.24,32 We developed a
comprehensive FADD consisting of 936 concepts laying the
foundation of the FDC project. Although there have been other
efforts to improve allergy terminology, such as the recent work to
revise the ICD-11 allergy and hypersensitivity diagnosis hierar-
chy,33,34 we believe that this is the !rst attempt to develop a
general FADD as part of a standardized, pragmatic data collec-
tion tool for research in FA patients.

Because the FDC will ultimately be a shared community
resource, engaging FA stakeholders early in the design and
development of the FADD process was crucial for de!ning scope
and creating standards to maximize the acceptance and usability
of the FADD as well as the FDC, a principle that has been
previously utilized in designing other cloud-based platforms,9 as
well as recent initiatives.35 Further, because the majority of the
existing FA data is from a patient’s self-report, text-narratives
within the EHRs and clinical research data, the FADD

FIGURE 2. Entity relationship diagram details the interactions and workflow between the various concepts identified in the FADD v1.0.
FDA, U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
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incorporates FA data elements that will adequately support
patient-entered data from FARE’s patient registry, physician-
entered EHR data, and clinical research data (ongoing effort).

The creation of the FADD can lay the foundation for many
advances in FA practice and research. The FADD provides the
basis for creation of improved structured data entry forms for FA,
which can provide for uniformity and standardization of clinical
data entry, and use in templated notes for the EHR more
easier.36 Previously, data dictionaries have been used to build
standardized data entry forms in Epic EHR for several condi-
tions, including pediatric epilepsy37,38 and sickle cell disease.39

Forms built using the FADD (currently under development)
will facilitate best practices in FA data collection; clinical data
transport among FA practices in coded form; and integration of
data across multiple practices. Improving the granularity of data
elements can facilitate complex and meaningful data queries to
de!ne FA phenotypes and cohorts for both research and quality
improvement. The FADD is even more important for the cre-
ation of automated data collection directly from patients.
Whereas the training of physicians ensures a level of uniformity
in free text clinical notes, the same is not true of patients. The
existence of a FADD can enable the creation of automated
patient-directed FA history collection tools. Finally, the concepts
in the FADD can provide a uniform variable set for FA clinical
trials, enabling greater comparison across sites and across studies.

As noted previously, keeping in mind the challenges in inte-
grating multiple reference terminologies for encoding FA infor-
mation, we chose the OMOP data model because of its wide
adoption and support for systematic analysis of disparate obser-
vational databases.40 It also accommodates both administrative
claims and EHR data, allowing users to generate evidence from a
wide variety of sources.

A critical factor in the selection of the OMOP CDM is the
fact that it already supports collection of a wide variety of EHR
data, which enabled this project to focus on expanding the FA-
speci!c coverage. In fact, the Observational Health Data

Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI) network, 41 which oversees
the OMOP CDM, includes EHR data on over 600 million
patients. Thus, collection of other EHR data, such as medica-
tions and comorbidities, has already been addressed. Although
not all concepts in the FADD can be currently mapped to the
corresponding OMOP vocabulary, the model does allow the use
of local codes to circumvent these limitations. We are working
with the OHDSI team to add necessary codes to OMOP ter-
minology so that concepts recorded within the clinical docu-
mentation can be adequately represented in the data dictionary.
For example, many FAs (ie, the combination concepts for FA
and a speci!c food) had not yet been created. Similarly, we are
working to move FA diagnoses to their appropriate location in
the condition (ie, diagnosis) table of OMOP. Previously, OIT
was handled using the oral food challenge procedure, although
this makes it dif!cult to differentiate between the 2 different
procedures. The OMOP has already agreed to add a distinct OIT
procedure concept, and we are working with them to cover the
other aspects of this procedure.

Limitations
By design, the FADD does not incorporate every concept

necessary to encode the entire medical history of an FA patient.
Creating the complete picture requires utilizing not only the
FADD but also other OMOP concepts. Although FAs and FA
procedures can be mapped to existing ICD and CPT codes, both
coding systems lack the granularity needed to drive both clinical
care and research. Proposing speci!c additions to ICD and CPT
is beyond the scope of this study and deferred to future work.
The FADD has been developed through analysis of existing
clinical documentation tools and in-depth discussion with ex-
perts from 4 leading FA academic centers and vetted with 22
additional academic centers; thus, the current version may not be
generalizable to the entire FA community. Similarly, the FADD
concepts have not yet been implemented into clinical data
collection forms (an ongoing effort) and tested in real-world
settings. In addition, v1.0 of the FADD focused on clinical
concepts rather than FA research concepts. We fully anticipate
that additional concepts need to be added to the FADD over
time, driven both by changes in FA practice as well as by the
evolution of other clinical terminologies.34

Of course, creation of a uniform terminology in a clinical
domain does not obviate the well-described limitations of EHR
data for research. A full discussion of this topic is beyond the
scope of this manuscript, but we will highlight a few points. First,
missing clinical documentation, the presence of a term for an FA
condition or !nding does guarantee that the !nding will be
documented. Absence of the code may not indicate absence of
the !nding. In designing EHR forms based on the FDC,
considerable effort has focused on cases in which clinicians are
prompted to explicitly record the absence of a particular !nding
(eg, “There was no shortness of breath”). Imperfect clinical
documentation practices42 impact the quality of data in EHR
and may result in selection bias. Second, gaps in a patient’s re-
cord may be a result of loss to follow-up or transition to another
care provider or insurer. Third, in domains like FA that often
involve referrals to different practices or health care systems,
deduplication of records (and the elimination of double count-
ing) can present a signi!cant challenge.43 Notwithstanding, the
creation of a uniform and adequately granular terminology in a
clinical domain is an important enabler of multisite research.

TABLE II. Current status of category mapping to existing
terminologies

Category

Successfully mapped
(within the existing
OMOP structure) Total

Events 37 43
Medications 95 95
Formal Diagnoses 54 54
Triggers 315 319
Clinical Trials 3 11
OIT NA 79
Reactions 92 103
Procedures 38 62
Therapeutic Plan 12 26
Family History 4 4
History 4 7
Other Observations

and Measurements
67 110

Person 16 16
Provider 7 7
Total 744 936

NA, Not available.
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The FADD is available as a human-readable presentation of the
critical FA concepts.26 A separate coding guide44 maps the FADD
concepts to existing codes and coding schemes, where matching
codes exist. The coding guide facilitates creation of an OMOP-
compliant database for FA data by providing information on the
preferred OMOP codes to use for each concept, as well as outline
rules de!ning permitted values for every !eld of the FADD.

Both FA research and practice have been hampered by the
inability to collect FA data in a structured and institution-
independent manner. This has been compounded by the
limited coverage of FA concepts by existing clinical terminol-
ogies. The FADD is a critical !rst step in addressing this prob-
lem. It de!nes critical FA concepts and common data elements.
During the second (ongoing) phase of the FDC, the dictionary
will serve as a central resource for designing structured data entry
forms to capture FA clinical encounters.
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TABLE E1. Brief description of informatics related terms appearing in the manuscript text

Term Description

Cohort discovery Cohort discovery may be de"ned as identi"cation of a population or a set of persons who satisfy 1 or more inclusion
criteria for a duration of time, for example, identifying patient populations with certain health care interventions
(eg, drug exposure, procedures) and outcomes (eg, conditions, procedures, other drug exposures).

Common data model (CDM) A convention for representing health care data that allows portability of analysis (the same analysis unmodi"ed can be
executed on multiple datasets). The CDM, combined with its standardized content, will ensure that research
methods can be systematically applied to produce meaningfully comparable and reproducible results.

Common data standard A common data standard ensures that data from multiple disparate sources is harmonized, allowing a standardized
analytic to be executed on the data.

Data management pipeline A data management pipeline refers to a series of computer programs that is designed speci"cally to compose and
execute a series of computational or data manipulation steps, to transform or analyze a particular type of data.

RxNorm It is a standardized nomenclature for clinical drugs (generic and branded drugs), produced by the National Library of
Medicine and supports semantic interoperation between drug terminologies and pharmacy knowledge base
systems.
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